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By topological degree theory and some analysis skills, we consider a class of generalized Lie´nard
type p-Laplacian equations. Upon some suitable assumptions, the existence and uniqueness of
periodic solutions for the generalized Lie´nard type p-Laplacian diﬀerential equations are obtained.
It is significant that the nonlinear term contains two variables.
1. Introduction
As it is well known, the existence of periodic and almost periodic solutions is the
most attracting topics in the qualitative theory of diﬀerential equations due to their vast
applications in physics, mathematical biology, control theory, and others. More general
equations and systems involving periodic boundary conditions have also been considered.
Especially, the existence of periodic solutions for the Duﬃng equation, Rayleigh equation,
and Lie´nard type equation, which are derived from many fields, such as fluid mechanics and
nonlinear elastic mechanics, has received a lot of attention.
Many experts and scholars, such as Mana´sevich, Mawhin, Gaines, Cheung, Ren,
Ge, Lu, and Yu, have contributed a series of existence results to the periodicity theory
of diﬀerential equations. Fixed point theory, Mawhin’s continuation theorem, upper and
lower solutions method, and coincidence degree theory are the common tools to study
the periodicity theory of diﬀerential equations. Among these approaches, the Mawhin’s
continuation theorem seems to be a very powerful tool to deal with these problems.
Some contributions on periodic solutions to diﬀerential equations have been made
in 1–13. Recently, periodic problems involving the scalar p-Laplacian were studied by
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many authors. We mention the works by Mana´sevich and Mawhin 3 and Cheung and Ren
4, 8, 10.










, u0  uT, u′0  u′T, 1.1
where the function φ : RN → RN is quite general and satisfies some monotonicity conditions
which ensure that φ is homeomorphism onto RN. Applying Leray-Schauder degree theory,
the authors brought us the widely used Mana´sevich-Mawhin continuation theorem. When
φ  φp : R → R is the so-called one-dimensional p-Laplacian operator given by φps 
|s|p−2s.
Recently, by Mawhin’s continuation theorem, Cheung and Ren studied the existence






))′ 	 fxtx′t 	 gxt − τt  et, 1.2
and two results Theorems 3.1 and 3.2  on the existence of periodic solutions were obtained.
Ge and Ren 5 promoted Mawhin’s continuation theorem to the case which involved
the quasilinear operator successfully; this also prepared conditions for using Mawhin’s
continuation theorem to solve nonlinear boundary value problem.
Liu 7 has dealt with the existence and uniqueness of T -periodic solutions of the





))′ 	 fxtx′t 	 gxt  et 1.3
by using topological degree theory, and one suﬃcient condition for the existence and
uniqueness of T -periodic solutions of this equation was established.
The aim of this paper is to study the existence of periodic solutions to a class of p-





))′ 	 ft, xtx′t 	 gt, xt  et, 1.4
where p > 2, ϕp : R → R is given by ϕps  |s|p−2s for s / 0, ϕp0  0, f ∈ C2R2, R,
g ∈ C1R2, R and T -periodic in the first variable, where T > 0 is a given constant, e ∈ CR,R,
and et 	 T  et.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give the definition of norm in
Banach space and the main lemma. In Section 3, combining Lemma 2.1 with some analysis
skills, two suﬃcient conditions about the existence of solutions for 1.4 are obtained. The
nonlinear terms f and g contain two variables in this paper, which is seldom considered in
the other papers, and the results are new.
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2. Preliminary Results
For convenience, we define
C1T :
{
x ∈ C1R,R; x is T -periodic
}
, 2.1
and the norm ‖ · ‖ is defined by ‖x‖  max{|x|∞, |x′|∞}, for all x,
|x|∞  max
t∈0,T










Clearly, C1T is a Banach space endowed with such norm.









, x0  xT, x′0  x′T, 2.3
where f˜ is a continuous function and T -periodic in the first variable, we have the following
result.
Lemma 2.1 see 3. Let Ω be an open bounded set in C1T . If the following conditions hold:









, x0  xT, x′0  x′T 2.4







f˜t, a, 0dt  0 2.5
has no solution on ∂Ω ∩ R,
iii the Brouwer degree of F is deg{F,Ω ∩ R, 0}/ 0,









	 Ψt, xt. 2.6
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We can rewrite 1.4 in the following form:
x′t 
∣






ft, sds − gt, xt 	 et,
2.7
where 1 < q < 2 and 1/p 	 1/q  1.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose the following condition holds:
A1 ∂f/∂t − ∂g/∂s|t,s > 0, for all t ∈ R.
Then 1.4 has at most one T -periodic solution.













ft, sds − gt, xit 	 et,
i  1, 2. 2.8
Set
vt  x1t − x2t, ut  y1t − y2t. 2.9
























We claim that ut ≤ 0 for all t ∈ R. By way of contradiction, in view of u ∈ C20, T
and ut 	 T  ut for all t ∈ R, we obtain maxt∈Rut > 0. Then there must exist t∗ ∈ R; for





ut > 0, 2.11

















































Δ1  {t : t ∈ 0, T, x1t/x2t}, Δ2  {t : t ∈ 0, T, x1t  x2t}. 2.13
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Noticing A1 and that ∂f/∂t − ∂g/∂x1|t∗,x1t∗ > 0 and ut∗  y1t∗ − y2t∗, from 2.16,
we know that
u′′t∗ > 0, 2.17
this contradicts the second equation of 2.12. So we have ut  y1t−y2t ≤ 0, for all t ∈ R.
By using a similar argument, we can also show that
y2t − y1t ≤ 0, ∀t ∈ R. 2.18









t, sds ≡ 0. 2.19
For every t ∈ 0, T, if t ∈ Δ1, then it contradicts 2.19, so Δ1  ∅; it implies that
0, T  Δ2, then x1t ≡ x2t, for all t ∈ 0, T.
Hence, 1.4 has at most one T -periodic solution. The proof of Lemma 2.2 is completed
now.
3. Main Results
Theorem 3.1. Let (A1) hold. Suppose that there exists a positive constant d such that
A2 xgt, x − et < 0, for all |x| > d,
A3 limu→	∞|ft, u/up−1|  r > 0.
Then 1.4 has one unique T -periodic solution if 1/2p−1r 	 ελTp−1 < 1.





))′ 	 λft, xtx′t 	 λgt, xt  λet, λ ∈ 0, 1. 3.1
By Lemma 2.2, combining A1, it is easy to see that 1.4 has at least one T -periodic
solution. For the remainder, we will apply Lemma 2.1 to study 3.1. Firstly, we will verify
that all the possible T -periodic solutions of 3.1 are bounded.
Let x ∈ C1T be an arbitrary solution of 3.1with period T . By integrating the two sides







gt, xt − et]dt  0. 3.2
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Consider x0  xT and x ∈ C1T , there exists t0 ∈ 0, T such that x′t0  0, while for
































































Otherwise, we have ϕpx′t′ > 0, there must exist a constant ε > 0 such that ϕpx′t′ 
|x′t|p−2x′t′ > 0, for t ∈ t−ε, t	ε; therefore, ϕpx′t is strictly increasing for t ∈ t−ε, t	ε,












In view of A2, 3.5 implies that xt ≤ d; similar to the global minimum point of xt













∣∣ds, t ∈ ξ, ξ 	 T,











∣∣ds, t ∈ ξ, ξ 	 T.
3.6




























Considering A3, there exist constants d1 and the suﬃciently small ε > 0 such that
∣∣ft, xt
∣∣ ≤ r 	 ε|xt|p−1, when |xt| > d1. 3.8
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Set
Δ1  {t : t ∈ 0, T, |xt| > d1}, Δ2  {t : t ∈ 0, T, |xt| ≤ d1},
E1  {t : t ∈ 0, T, |xt| > d}, E2  {t : t ∈ 0, T, |xt| ≤ d}.
3.9


















































where fA  max{|ft, xt| : t ∈ Δ2}. Combining the classical inequality 1	xp ≤ 1	p	1x,



























then we consider the following two cases.
Case 1. If 2d/
∫T
0 |x′t|dt ≥ hp, then
∫T
0 |x′t|dt ≤ 2d/hp. Combining 3.7, we know that








































0 |x′t|dt ≥ hp, then we have
∫T
0 |x′t|dt ≤ 2d/hp.
Case 2. When 0 < 2d/
∫T
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Substituting the above inequality into 3.10, we get
∫T
0








































Since xt is T -periodic, multiplying xt by 3.1 and then integrating from 0 to T , in

















ft, xtx′txtdt 	 λ
∫T
0











gt, xt − et]xtdt.
3.15

































































































r 	 ελTp−1, Q2 
1
2p−2
























Since p > 2 and 1/2p−1r 	 ελTp−1 < 1, from 3.17, we know that there exists a
constantM1 such that
∫T










∣∣pdt ≤ Tp−1M1 : N1. 3.19
So, there exists a constant such that
|xt| ≤ M2,
∣∣x′t




x ∈ C1T : |x|∞ ≤ M2 	 1,
∣∣x′
∣∣
∞ ≤ M2 	 1
}
. 3.21
Then 3.1 has no solution on ∂Ω as λ ∈ 0, 1, and when xt ∈ ∂Ω ∩ R, xt  M2 	 1 or





{−gt,M2 	 1 	 et
}












{−gt,−M2 − 1 	 et
}





















{−gt, x 	 et}dt. 3.23










gt, x − et}dt > 0, 3.24
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thusHx, μ is a homotopic transformation and







gt, x − et}dt,Ω ∩ R, 0
}
 deg{x,Ω ∩ R, 0}/ 0.
3.25
So condition iii holds. In view of Lemma 2.1, there exists at least one solution with period
T . This completes the proof.
Theorem 3.2. Let (A1) hold. Suppose that there exist positive constants d1 and d2 satisfying the
following conditions:
A4 − sgnxgt, x > |e|∞, when |x| > d1;
A5 ft, xt > 0, t ∈ R;
A6 |gt, x/x| ≤ l, when |x| > d1.
Then for 1.4 there exists one unique T -periodic solution when σ > lT.
Proof. We can rewrite 3.1 in the following from:
x′1t  ϕqx2t,
x′2t  −λft, x1tx′1t − λgt, x1t 	 λet.
3.26
Let x1t, x2t ∈ C1T be a T -periodic solution of 3.26, then x1tmust be a T -periodic
solution of 3.1. First we claim that there is a constant ξ ∈ R such that
|x1ξ| ≤ d. 3.27









From the first equation of 3.26we have x2t  ϕpx′1t, so x2t0  ϕpx
′
1t0  0  x2t1.
We claim that
x′2t0 ≤ 0. 3.29
By way of contradiction, 3.29 does not hold, then x′2t0 > 0. So there exists ε > 0
such that x′2t > 0, for t ∈ t0 − ε, t0 	 ε; therefore, x2t > x2t0  0, for t ∈ t0, t0 	 ε, so
x′1t  ϕqx2t > 0, t ∈ t0, t0 	 ε, that is, x1t > x1t0, for t ∈ t0, t0 	 ε. This contradicts
the definition of t0, so we have x′2t0 ≤ 0.
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Substituting t0 into the second equation of 3.26, we obtain
gt0, x1t0 − et0 ≥ 0. 3.30
By condition A4,we have x1t0 ≤ d. Similarly, we get x1t1 ≥ −d.
Case 1. If x1t1 ≤ d, define ξ  t1. Obviously |x1ξ| ≤ d.
Case 2. If x1t1 ≥ d, from the fact that x1 is a continuous function in R, there exists a constant
ξ between t0 and t1 such that |x1ξ|  d.
So we have that 3.27 holds. Next, in view of ξ ∈ R, there are integer k and constant
t∗ ∈ 0, T such that ξ  kT 	 t∗, hence |x1ξ|  |x1t∗| ≤ d.
So






We claim that all the periodic solutions x of 3.1 are bounded and |xt| ≤ d 	 ∫T0 |x′s|ds.
Let
E1  {t : t ∈ 0, T, |xt| > d1}, E2  {t : t ∈ 0, T, |xt| ≤ d1}. 3.32
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∣dt ≤ T ld 	 |e|0 	 gA
σ − lT : M; 3.36







|xt|dt ≤ M1; 3.37
hence together with 3.31, we have |x1|∞ ≤ d 	M1 : M2.
This proves the claim and that the rest of the proof of the theorem is identical to that
of Theorem 3.1.
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